Abstract
Introduction
Voxel-based volumetric stereo reconstruction methods are known as voxel-coloring methods in general. An underlying assumption in voxel-coloring is that accurate camera calibration information is available for all the views. However, the estimated camera parameters inherently have some errors. As a result, even consistent voxels can get carved in voxel-coloring [10, 3, 12] . The probabilistic voxel-coloring methods [4, 2] try to handle all the error sources in voxelcoloring. But they do not deal with the calibration errors systematically. Kutulakos in [10] introduced a photoconsistency measure called r-Consistency to overcome the effects of camera calibration errors and finite voxel size. But the limitations of r-Consistency include excessive blurring and fattening of the reconstructed 3D model, and it does not make any use of the available calibration error information. In this paper, we have made use of the available calibration error information to reduce its effects on voxelcoloring in a systematic way. We call our proposed method Adaptive Gaussian Averaging.
We also propose a method to handle the partial emptiness of surface voxels. Due to the non-zero size of a voxel, a surface voxel may be only partially filled. Such a voxel will have outlier pixels in its projections. Some work on handling this error in voxel-coloring can be found in the literature [6, 15, 10, 8, 14, 9] . However, none of them present the analysis of the problem. In this paper, we have analyzed its effects on voxel-coloring. Based on our analysis, we propose a method to reduce its effects and we name this method Area Weighting. Our proposed method is simpler and straightforward, and can be used with most of the existing photo-consistency tests. A similar area weighting scheme has been used by Matthew Loper in his software for voxel-coloring called Archimedes [13] . However, we could not find the relevant literature to explain its use. In Section 2, our proposed solution to handle the calibration errors is presented. Section 3 gives an analysis of the effects of partial emptiness of surface voxels on voxelcoloring and a presentation of our proposed method to reduce its effects. Section 4 is a discussion of the experimental results to verify our proposed methods. Section 5 concludes with a summary of our work and the directions for future research.
Handling Camera Calibration Errors in Voxel-Coloring
Let be the event that the projection of a 3D voxel , located at , has the 2D coordinates in image and the color of the pixel at this location is . The probability of occurrence of this event, , depends on:
1. , the distribution of errors in pixel color due to sensor noise.
2.
, the distribution of errors in the pixel coordinates due to the errors in the camera parameters Using Bayes rule:
(1) (2) where is the probability that the color of the pixel in a voxel 's projection in image is in the presence of both sensor noise and the camera calibration errors.
In most of the voxel-coloring literature, sensor noise is modelled as zero mean additive IID Gaussian [11, 2] in each channel, i.e., (3) where refers to a particular color channel.
The effect of calibration errors in the camera parameters is assumed to be zero mean Gaussian and is compactly represented as a covariance matrix up to second order approximation [7] . With a further assumption that the error in the projected pixel coordinates depends linearly on the errors in the calibration parameters, the former can be modelled as a zero mean bivariate Gaussian distribution. Let be the covariance matrix of the camera parameter errors for camera , and be the covariance matrix of the error in pixel coordinates of a voxel 's projection in image . With the linearity assumption, (4) where is a Jacobian matrix and is the estimated camera parameter matrix. And (5) where are the mean values of the projection coordinates.
With the Gaussian modelling of the errors, as given by Equation 3 and 5, Equation 2 is reduced to a summation over a window centered on :
The mean of this pixel color probability distribution will be:
As the size of the window used in Equation 7 for Gaussian averaging depends on , we call this technique Adaptive Gaussian Averaging (AGA).
Similarly, the variance of the color distribution in a voxel projection will be: (8) where is the total number of pixels in the Gaussian averaging window.
The above results are presented for a single pixel voxel projection. With the assumption that the color distribution of the pixels in a voxel projection can be represented as a univariate Gaussian, for multiple pixel projections : (9) (10)
where represents the region of a voxel projection in an image and is the number of pixels in .
Handling Partial Emptiness of Surface Voxels
In most of the voxel-coloring algorithms, a voxel is modelled as a cube and it may contain multiple pixels in its projection. As there is no prior information available about the shape of the scene surface, it may pass through the surface voxels leaving them partially empty. When such a voxel is projected in the visible input images, its projections will contain outlier pixels, i.e. the pixels corresponding to the scene surface represented by the voxels other than the voxel being projected. This phenomenon is clear in Figure 1 . Along with other factors, the amount of outliers in the projections of a partially empty surface voxel is directly proportional to the angle between the unit normal of the 3D surface contained in the voxel and the camera optical axis of the input viewpoint. This is clear in Figure 1 . For a perspective camera model, the number of pixels in the voxel projection depends on this angle as well and is inversely proportional to it. Therefore, if the number of pixels in a voxel projection are used as weights in calculating the color statistics of the voxel, e.g. its mean color and variance, the effect of the outlier pixels due to the emptiness of surface voxels will be reduced. This is our proposed solution to reduce the effects of partial emptiness of surface voxels in voxel-coloring. We call this technique Area Weighting.
Experiments and Results
We have used our own calibrated data sets for the experiments. Two different objects, namely a pipe player statue (Piper) and a stuffed dog (Puppy), are being used as 3D scene models and are shown in Figure 2 . Twelve different calibrated views of each object, taken at a uniform angular separation of , were used as the input to the voxel-coloring algorithms. All the reconstruction results presented in this paper were obtained without using any background segmentation information. For the experiments, we used the Generalized Voxel Coloring using Item Buffers (GVC-IB) algorithm [5] for visibility calculations. Photo-consistency tests are based on the Variance of Means (VoM) test. In order to compare the algorithms quantitatively, we have used a quantitative error measure that is composed of the reprojection error of the pixels belonging to the 3D model and the total number of background pixels in the reprojected image, called the false positive pixel count. The results of Area Weighted Variance of Means (AWVoM) test are being compared with that of a simple Variance of Means (VoM) photo-consistency test [3] to see the usefulness of our proposed method. Figures 3 and Table  1 give qualitative and quantitative comparison of the reconstruction results of VoM and AWVoM photo-consistency tests for two different voxel resolutions. It is clear that Area Weighted test results are better. The difference is higher for lower voxel resolution as the effect of finite voxel size on the reconstruction is higher at lower voxel resolution.
Figures 4 shows the effect of using Adaptive Gaussian Averaging (AGA) with AWVoM to overcome the calibration error effects for the Puppy data set. Average standard deviation of the reprojection error is about 2 pixels. The improvement in the reconstruction quality is visually clear from the figure and is quantitatively verified as well in Table  2 . The use of AGA reduces the number of holes in the reconstructed model without increasing the false positive pixels in the reconstructed model. The improvement offered by AGA is higher for lower voxel resolution as at higher voxel resolutions the effect of error sources is reduced. Figure 5 and Table 3 compare the results of AWVoM/AGA test with that of r-Consistency [10] . It is clear that AGA performs particularly well for lower voxel resolutions. At higher voxel resolution, the results are comparable.
A detailed experimental comparison of the results can be found in [1] .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have tried to reduce the effects of two of the sources of error in voxel-coloring; partial emptiness of surface voxels due to their finite size and the calibration errors in the estimated camera parameters. Based on our analysis of effects of these errors, we proposed two methods to reduce their effects. We experimentally verified the effectiveness of our proposed techniques as well. The directions for future work include the use of additional shape constraints to reduce the uncertainty in the reconstructed 3D surface, and to use the calibration error distribution information to adaptively select the value of in r-Consistency. 
